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The importance of measurement
• Measuring resilience helps make an abstract concept
visible. Once resilience is visible, we can do something
about it.
• Providing evidence of impact through measurement is
critical to securing extra funding.
• We have created the New Zealand Resilience Index to
measure holistic resilience across the country.
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The New Zealand Resilience Index
• Aligns with NZ’s National Disaster Resilience Strategy
• 13 indicators
• Extendible at a community level
• Add more data regionally or locally
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Strategic Outcomes

Eliminate or reduce risks to
enable safe environments
post event

Contributing Outcomes

Metric

Consider hazards & risks
when choosing where to live.

% residential buildings in high
hazard area

Consider hazards & risks when
considering building/leasing.

Understand current emergency
capability levels.

Reinforce heritage buildings to
withstand hazards.

Proactively manage risks of
long-term stressors.
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Capital

Building
stock exposure

Built

Ensure streets & open spaces are
safe
from building &
infrastructure failures.

Increase investment to
strengthen & retain
functionality
post-event

NZRI Resilience Concept

% commercial buildings in high
hazard area

Structural mitigation measures in
place to protect against hazard
threats

% towns/districts with well-trained
emergency personnel.

% towns/districts whose emergency
teams are well equipped

% publicly owned buildings that
meet building standards

Vulnerability/ resilience ratings for
water, electricity, communications,
fuel, & roads

Protective
infrastructure

Institutional character preparedness, professionalism,
resilience of
emergency services
Provision of DRR management
(hazard information,
preparedness, response, &
recovery)

Institutional/
Governance

Building robustness/
responsiveness/ adaptability

Built
Lifeline utility robustness/
redundancy/ responsiveness/
adaptability
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